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FOREWORD

Someone had  described the Singapore  Quality Award  (SQA)  

preparation and assessment process as a  ‘torture’, given the

intense  work  involved.  Having  been  first  awarded the  SQA 

in 2006, why would SPS want to go through it twice? As  much

as there are  other incentives that come  with winning the SQA, 

it  is clear to  the Singapore Prison Service (SPS) that  we have 

embarked on  the process again because we want to benchmark    

ourselves against the best, as a means towards the end of  

continuous improvement. Although SPS continues to make 
improvement after 2006, we are conscious that the world has 

also moved on during this time, and  we need to  know that we 

are  keeping  up. It  is not  enough  that  we  compare  only 

against other prison authorities elsewhere in the world, since 

our recidivism rate is  already among the best, as are our other 

key performance indicators. We need to benchmark ourselves 

against a higher standard, beyond  those set by our  peers 

elsewhere in the world, that transcends the business we are in.

Thus, we have leveraged on  the occasion of having to  prepare   

for the  assessment to  comprehensively review  all  aspects of     

our organisation. In doing so, we  made quantum improvements 

across a wide front, beyond  the regular incremental gains. In other words, SPS had  already benefited greatly from the 

assessment process before its commencement. For this reason we are thankful to the SQA Governing Council and 

SPRING Singapore, for organising  the SQA movement and  sending its  assessors to spend  three gruelling days 
 with  SPS. The assessors had undertaken immense effort  to interview hundreds of  staff, understand  our organisation, 

and scrutinise  our  processes. We are grateful to them for pointing out various areas  of improvement for the next   

step in our never ending journey towards excellence. 

Receiving the SQA with Special Commendation marked a major milestone in this journey. While the greater reward 

lies in the journey itself, we are nevertheless humbled  and  encouraged by  this recognition and are most grateful. 

I commend my officers for going through the ‘torture’, twice. I want to also acknowledge the support from my partner

agencies  in the  Ministry of Home Affairs, particularly SCORE, as  well  as others in the CARE  Network fraternity. 

More importantly, I want  to thank the public at large for their contribution in the work of rehabilitating ex-offenders.  

Many have participated as volunteers while others have donated, or simply showed acceptance to ex-offenders in  

the workplace and neighbourhood. I continue to appeal to the public to join us, the Captains of Lives in SPS, in  

this cause to rehabilitate ex-offenders, and make Singapore the safe and secure best home for all of us.

Soh Wai Wah

Singapore Prison Service
Director
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Singapore Prison Service has
undergone a transformative
journey since its re-visioning
exercise in 2000. Going beyond
the traditional roles of custodians,
we challenged our Prison Officers
to be Captains of Lives of the
offenders in their custody. This
evolution has redefined the role of
the SPS to focus on developing a
disciplined and yet rehabilitative
regime for offenders. The
primary goal today is to provide
safe custody as well as provide
offenders with the necessary skills
and outlook so they can better
reintegrate into society after their
prison term.

Mr Teo Chee Hean
Deputy Prime Minister, Coordinating Minister for National Security 
and Minister for Home Affairs 
Singapore

Opening Ceremony of 13 th International Corrections and Prisons 
Association (ICPA) Annual Conference, 12 September 2011
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Nature of Main Products and Services

Our three main services are:

a. Ensuring the safe and secure custody of inmates
b. Providing effective rehabilitation and reintegration programmes 
c. Facilitating preventive and pre-entry interventions 

The extent of our services has generated enlightened exchanges with established international corrections organisations  

Organisation’s Purpose, Vision and Values

Our staff aspire to be Captains in the Lives of offenders committed to our custody, and are guided by the Vision, Mission 
and Values in carrying out their roles (see Figure 1). 

Our Vision

We aspire to be Captains in the 
lives of offenders committed to our 
custody. We will be instrumental 
in steering them towards being 
responsible citizens, with the help of 
their families & the community. We 
will thus build a secure & exemplary 
prison system.

Our HEART Values

Honour our Vision by placing it 
above self-interest

Excel in all that we do

Be Agile by being vigilant, innovative 
& responsible for our own learning

Respect & care for our colleagues, 
inmates & the community

Foster Teamwork & inspire one 
another at work

Our Mission

As a key partner in Criminal Justice, 
we protect society through the 
safe custody & rehabilitation 
of offenders, co-operating in 
prevention & aftercare.

Figure 1 Our Vision, Mission & Values

ORGANISATIONAL PROFILE

A. Organisation Environment

ORGANISATIONAL PROFILE

The Singapore Prison Service (SPS) is a uniformed organisation under the purview of the Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA).
We contribute to MHA's  vision of  making Singapore a safe place through  the  secure  custody and rehabilitation of  law 
offenders. Since SPS  was institutionalised as a department in 1946, we  have undergone a  marked transformation to
to remake ourselves  as one of the most progressive, secure and e xemplary  prison systems  that  is recognised  and  respected
internationally, dedicated to the cause of providing secure custody and steering offenders to become law-abiding citizens.

on the societal function of SPS. We have gained the respect of the international corrections community and are seen as a 
role model in inmate management and rehabilitation.

Singapore  Quality Award with Special Commendation Executive Summary Report 2012
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ORGANISATIONAL PROFILE

Major Equipment, Facilities and Technologies

The Changi Prison Complex (CPC), which houses Cluster A and Cluster B, is  the most densely populated prison  complex  
in the world. It also houses the largest number of inmates within a single contiguous perimeter. It was conceptualised  
after benchmarking ourselves against several overseas correctional organisations. The CPC has made such an impression 
that other  correctional services have used our cluster concept us as a benchmark in the construction of their new prisons. 

Employee Profile

We have a total staff strength of about 2,300 comprising both uniformed and civilian officers. The breakdown  of staff in   
 terms of staff category  and  educational  level  is  summarised in Tables 2a-b. See  Chart 3  for  the  SPS  Organisation  

Staff Category/Type Strength (%)

Uniformed Senior Prison 
Officer

509 (22%)

Prison Officer 1,515 (67%)

Civilian 243 (11%)

Total 2,267 (100%)

Table 2a Staff category

Educational Level Strength (%)

Degree & above 604 (27%)

Diploma & A-Levels 505 (22%)

Others 1,158 (51%)

Total 2,267 (100%)

Table 2b Staff breakdown according to educational qualification

Staff

Chart 3 Our Organisation Chart

Director of Prisons

B1 B2 B3 B4 B5

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5
Admiralty 

West 
Prison

Changi 
Women’s 

Prison

Tanah 
Merah 
Prison

Selarang Park 
Community 
Supervision 

Centre

Cluster A Cluster B Cluster C Operations & Security Command 

Corporate 
Communications 

& Relations
Provost Staff Inspectorate

Corporate Staff Rehabilitation & 
Reintegration

Psychological 
& Correctional Intelligence Strategic 

Planning 

Deputy Director of Prisons/Chief-of-Staff

Line

DevelopmentOperations Services Rehabilitation

Regulatory Environment

As a government department, we abide by the policies and regulations of the Public Service Division and Government  
Instruction Manuals (IM). We are also a key partner in the Criminal Justice System and are governed by relevant legislations 
such as the Prisons Act and the Misuse of Drugs Act.

Chart.
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B. Organisational Relationships
Relationship with Parent Organisation

We are one of the Home Team Departments (HTDs) under  the purview of MHA which provides policy guidance to our  
overall operations and administration. We work closely with the other HTDs to make Singapore a safe and secure best 
home for all.

Relationship with Customers

The conventional meaning of ‘Customers’ does  not apply to  SPS as  our “customers” do not come to us  voluntarily to 
patronise our services. In SPS context, inmates are our “beneficiaries” of the goods and services we provide and not 

of their level of satisfaction as a measure of our effectiveness.

ORGANISATIONAL PROFILE

Our dealings with suppliers are mandated  by Government  Instruction Manuals  (IMs) and  other  guidelines. Our  suppliers 
provide us with goods and services such as logistics, public relations  and information  technology which are  required 
for our daily operations.

Relationship with Suppliers and/or Partners

We are aware of the important roles performed by our partners in the delivery  of the  key services to our beneficiaries.  
 We ensure the development of synergistic partnerships based on mutual  development and benefits. Our  partners 
include both the general community and the private sector.

C. Organisational Challenges
Competitive Environment

We play a vital role in making Singapore a safe and secure best home. As the sole provider of prisons and corrections  
services in Singapore, we do not face  any competition. Nevertheless, knowing  that we play an integral part in the 
criminal justice system motivates us to achieve our best. We have, through the years, brought about a purposeful and 
consistent focus on adopting the best practices in correctional and custodial services.

Strategic Challenges

We have identified three key strategic challenges impacting our operating environment and operating effectiveness. 
They are Changing Inmate Profile, Expansion of  Roles and Scope of  Operations and Engaging  Public Expectations.

Organisational Directions
Our drive to be the world leader in corrections is guided by the SPS Business Excellence Model, which provides the  
holistic perspective and integration of all aspects of managing our organisation (see Figure 4). 

Our three-year Strategic Plan is incapsulated in four Focal Areas and the corresponding Key Strategies which set the way 
forward for SPS to meet its strategic challenges and deliver outcomes as an exemplary prison system.

Organisational Excellence

In support of our organisational directions, we ensure that our processes and systems are nimble and adaptable to 
respond to organisational challenges. In this respect, we continually learn from best practices and benchmark 
ourselves against other best-in-class organisations. 

Performance Improvement Systems

Our performance improvement efforts can be classified into five methods and they are overseen by the respective process  
owners at various platforms. These methods are: Monitoring, Feedback, Projects/ Learning from Others, Process Reviews/
Audits/Assessments and Training & Development.  

Singapore  Quality Award with Special Commendation Executive Summary Report 2012
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ORGANISATIONAL PROFILE

Results

Enablers

Key Performance Indicators

Planning, Information, People

Focal Areas

Key Strategies

Enhancing Inmate 
Management & 

Operational Capabilities

Advancing Throughcare 
in Rehabilitation 
& Reintegration

Strengthening Partnerships 
to Prevent Offending  

& Re-Offending

Harnessing Technology 
& Developing 

Staff Capabilities

Strengthen Disciplinary 
Structure

Address Criminogenic 
Needs Through Targeted 

Programmes

Deepen & Broaden 
Staff Competencies

Improve Management of 
Special Populations

Enhance Reformation of 
Young Offenders

 Recruit & Retain the 
Right Staff

Engage Partners in 
Prisons Operations

Enhance the Drug 
Rehabilitation Regime

 Build An Engaged & 
Resilient Workforce

Enhance Security 
& Operations

Develop a Holistic 
Framework of Throughcare

Strengthen Volunteer 
Engagement & Capacity

Facilitate Intervention for 
At-Risk Groups

Enhance Support to 
Prevent Re-Offending

Exploit Technology & 
Innovation as Levers

Beneficiaries Offenders & Public

Businesses Executing Justice Reducing Re-offending Preventing Offending

Products & Services Ensuring Safe & Secure Custody Providing Rehabilitation & 
Reintegration Programmes

Facilitating Preventive &  
Pre-Entry Interventions 

Mission,Vision, Values

Leadership

Figure 4 Our Business Excellence Model 

Mission, Vision,
Values

Leadership



LEADERSHIP
1.1  Senior Leadership

Guiding and sustaining our organisation
towards excellence.

1.2  Organisational Culture
Developing a culture which is consistent
with our values, encourages learning,
innovation and achievement of the
organisation’s objectives.

1.3  Corporate Social Responsibility
Addressing our responsibility to the
community, environment and public,
ensuring ethical behaviours and practising
good citizenship.



I commend you and your organisation on
your tremendous achievements, in particular
in relation to the Captains of Lives campaign
and the Yellow Ribbon Project. In relation to
those two programs, the Singapore prison
system clearly sets new benchmarks in the
corrective services in our region and indeed,
the world.

Mr Hon Carmel Zollo MLC
Minister for Correctional Services,
Government of South Australia
Australia

Visit to Cluster A, 22 May 2008

The Maldivian delegation
commends the Singapore Prison
Service for the excellent standard
maintainedin the prison system.
We thank you for your hospitality.

Mr Ibrahim Riza
Member of Parliament,
National Security Committee of the People’s Majlis
Maldives

Visit to Cluster A, 20 May 2011

The journey to make good is
often challenging, but it is most
encouraging whenever we see an
ex-offender succeed and do well
in life...I am confident that with
your concerted efforts, [you] will
succeed in advancing throughcare
for offenders, reducing re-
offending and contributing to a
safer Singapore.

Mr Teo Chee Hean
Deputy Prime Minister, Coordinating Minister for National Security
and Minister for Home Affairs
Singapore

Prisons-SCORE Corporate Advance 2012, 17 April 2012
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LEADERSHIP

1. LEADERSHIP

1.1 Senior Leadership
1.1a  How senior leaders develop the purpose, vision and values for the organisation.

The Directorate

The Senior Management of   the Singapore Prison Service (SPS) is  collectively known as the Directorate  (see Chart 1.1.1). 
Working collectively as a close-knit team, and guided by the organisation’s Vision, Mission and Values, the Directorate 
has steered SPS towards a world-class  organisation, gaining a high  standing among our overseas  counterparts  through 
increased exchanges, visits and invitations to share our experience and knowledge at international conferences.

Chart 1.1.1 Organisation Chart of the SPS Directorate 

Director, 
Operations

Director, Staff 
Development

Director, 
Rehabilitation & 

Reintegration

Director, Corporate 
Services

Director, 
Intelligence

Director, 
Strategic 
Planning 

Deputy Director of Prisons/Chief-of-Staff

Director of Prisons

Director,  
Provost

Commander,
Cluster A

Commander,
Cluster B

Commander,
Cluster C

Commander, Operations 
& Security Command 

Director, Psychological 
 Counselling & 
Rehabilitation

Figure 1.1.2 SPS ‘Ripple Effect’

VISION MARKERS

STAKEHOLDERS

Staff Who Makes a Difference

Staff

Inmates

Inmates’ Families

Criminal Justice System

The Community

The Nation & Beyond

Lasting Change In An Inmate’s Life

Count as a Key Partner in Criminal Justice System

Towards Supportive Families

Total Community Mobilisation

Prison – Compass for Corrections

Our Vision, Mission and Values

Our Vision and revised Mission were crafted in 1999 
in a systematic and  elaborate  consultation  process 
spanning eight  months and involving over 800 staff 
and several partner agencies. The Vision and revised 
Mission resonated immediately  with all levels of staff 
and marked the beginning of  a paradigm shift in 
our officers’ mindset from being mainly  custodians 
to becoming “Captains” in the lives of offenders, or 
Captains of Lives (COL). 

The ‘Ripple Effect’

A key imagery articulated during the visioning process 
was the “Ripple Effect”. It refers to the power of  each 
COL to contribute to society  at large. When an officer 
touches  the life of  an  inmate, he  also  transforms  a 
family, and  impacts  the criminal justice system  and 
the community as a  whole. Eventually, efforts of  our 
COL  lead  to a  ripple  effect  that reaches  out  to the 
entire nation and beyond (see Figure 1.1.2).

Our well-documented transformation journey  continues to inspire and  energise our staff  and other stakeholders  alike. We   
have been featured as a best practice  organisation in several academic  case  studies, while our Directorate  are regularly 
invited at international conferences to share on our experiences and best practices.  

Singapore  Quality Award with Special Commendation Executive Summary Report 2012
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Honour our Vision by placing it above self-interest

Excel in all that we do

Be Agile by being vigilant, innovative & responsible for our 
own learning

Respect & care for our colleagues, inmates & the community 

Foster Teamwork & inspire one another at work

LEADERSHIP

HEART Values

The HEART Values serve to  align the COL  vision  to 
our officers’ daily actions and behaviours by focusing 
on organisational learning, innovation and workforce 
success (see Figure 1.1.3).

Figure 1.1.3 SPS HEART Values

1.1b How senior leaders communicate, demonstrate and reinforce the organisational
purpose, vision and values to employeesand other stakeholders.

Key Communication and Feedback Platforms

The Directorate communicates, demonstrates and reinforces our Vision, Mission and  Values passionately to our  staff  
and other stakeholders through various internal and external  communication  platforms. Through  frequent  interactions   
and sharing of experiences, our collective sense of purpose is  strengthened, and opportunities for learning and  personal 
development are provided. Internal platforms include Weekly Update Meeting, Cluster Dialogue Session and DP  Visit 

H
honour

T
teamwork

E
excel

A
agile

R
respect

to Institution. External platforms include CARE Network  Dialogue, Volunteer Dialogue  Session and  Appreciation  Lunch,  
and Yellow Ribbon Project.

Singapore Prison Service

‘Captain of Lives’ Stories as an Inspiration to All

The Directorate also creates opportunities for staff to give their own interpretation to the  meaning of our Vision,  Mission 
and Values. For instance, fortnightly, a different officer gets to tell his personal ‘Captain of Lives’ story in a weblog. These 
initiatives by the Directorate allow staff to give their own interpretation to the meaning of COL and in the process helps to 
enrich our work environment, as well as garner greater commitment and involvement among staff.

1.1c How senior leaders evaluate and improve the effectiveness of their personal leadership
and involvement.

SPS Leadership Development System

The Directorate’s leadership effectiveness and involvement is evaluated via the evaluation  mechanisms in  the  SPS
Leadership Development System (see Figure 1.1.4). The system  serves  as a roadmap for the Directorate to exercise  
effective leadership. We have also performed well in areas measuring leadership effectiveness in a recent independent  
Organisational Health Survey.
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LEADERSHIP

Figure 1.1.4 Leadership Development System

Tools & Indicators Effectiveness & Measures

Corporate Dashboard Monitoring Organisations’ Key Performance

Organisational Health Survey Analysis of Feedback from Staff

Awards & Accreditations Promoting Image & Recognition

Staff Appraisal Report Personal Assessment by Superior

360 Degree Feedback Assessment by Colleagues & Peers

Coaching Framework Allows for Personal Development

Determinants of Leadership Effectiveness
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New Leaders Groomed Review & Consultation

Prison Staff

Develops

Guides Coaching

The Makings of a Prison Officer

Attributes of a Prison Officer based on SPS Leadership Competency Model 
and Leadership Development Roadmap

Mission,

Identifies & Closes
Gaps

Mission, Vision,
Values

Leadership

1.2  Organisational Culture

1.2a How the organisation translates its values into policies, practices and behaviours.

The HEART values are translated into desired behaviours and practices  to  guide our COL in their everyday work as 
shown in Table 1.2.1.

1.2b How the organisation creates and permeates a culture consistent with its values, and
which encourages and supports learning, innovation and  achievement of  organisation's
objectives.

Our desired culture prescribes our staff to live up to the shared HEART  values and  behaviours, and  being a COL. Our   
 COL embrace innovation  and continuous learning in  realising the organisation's objectives. The initiatives  which  
promote the permeation of an organisation culture consistent with the SPS shared values are shown in Table 1.2.1.

Singapore  Quality Award with Special Commendation Executive Summary Report 2012



LEADERSHIP

Value/Policy Desired Behaviour (Desired Culture) Permeation of Organisation Culture through Practices

HONOUR
Honour our Vision by placing
it above self-interest

• We live according to our Vision, Mission 
& Values

• We uphold the integrity of the Singapore 
Prison Service

• We demonstrate the highest ethical 
standards in our professional & personal 
lives 

Awards to recognise officers who exhibit desired 
behaviours:
a. Outstanding COL Award 
b. DP Award
c. Quarterly Role Model Award

EXCEL
Excel in all that we do

• We take pride in our work 
• We constantly look for new challenges 
• We review what we do for continuous 

improvement

Awards to recognise work excellence & service quality:
a. National Day Awards
b. Excellent Service Award (EXSA)
c. PS21 Star Service Award
d. Minister for Home Affairs Awards
e. Police Service Medals
f.  Outstanding Captains of Lives Award
g. DP Award (Individual)
h. SPS Business Excellence (BE) Awards

AGILE 
Be Agile by being vigilant, 
innovative & responsible for 
our own learning

• We are vigilant & prepared for any 
contingency 

• We seek out opportunities to innovate in 
light of changes in our environment 

• We take our successes & failures as 
opportunities for learning

Awards to promote innovation: 
a. SPS BE Awards (for Innovation Excellence)
b. MHA 3i Awards
c. PS21 ExCEL Awards
d. National Innovation & Quality Circle (NIQC)

RESPECT
Respect & care for our 
colleagues, inmates & 
the community 

• We care for & support our fellow officers 
• We treat our inmates, their families, & the 

public with fairness & dignity 
• We respect the environment by being 

responsible in our actions

Awards to promote good service:
a. Excellent Service Award 
b. MHA Star Service Award 
c. PS21 Star Service Award
d. SPS BE Awards (for Service Excellence)

TEAMWORK
Foster teamwork & inspire
one another at work

• We complement each other & work as a  
team to achieve the best results

• We seek to bring out the best in each
   other
• We extend the spirit of teamwork to our 

partners & stakeholders

Awards to promote teamwork:  
a. Home Team Achievement Award 
b. Minister for Home Affairs Award for Operational 

Excellence 
c. DP Award (Team)
d. Best Unit Award

Translation of  Values into Policies, Behaviours & Practices

Table 1.2.1 Translation of Values into Policies, Practices & Behaviours

Support Organisational Objectives Support continuous learning & innovation

Singapore Prison Service8

1.2c How the organisation overcomes any difference between the current culture and 
desired culture.

We leverage  on several platforms  to  identify gaps  between  the current  and  desired culture (see Figure  1.2.2).  Action 
plans are subsequently developed to help both existing and new COLs  to  understand and embrace the  SPS  organisational
culture. The policies and practices to promote the desired culture are shown in Table 1.2.1. 
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 Figure 1.2.2 Closing Gaps between Current & Desired Culture 

Gaps Closed

Structure

Devise Action Plans

Training

Evaluate Findings & Identify Gaps Identify

Gap Closure Mechanisms 

Current Culture Assesment

Rewards

Seek Staff Opinion Via: 

Vision,

SPS Culture
(Desired)

& Learning

• OHS Results

• DP Visit

• Commander’s Dialogue

• Disciplinary Case Studies

• Ethical Disclosure Exercise

• Performance Appraisals

Vision, Mission,
Values

Leadership Innovation &
Learning

SPS Culture
(Desired)

1.3 Corporate Social Responsibility

1.3a The organisation’s policy and goals in relation to its contribution to the community
and the environment in which it operates.

SPS Corporate Social Responsibility Framework

Our commitment towards corporate citizenship is realised through  the  three key  thrusts of  the Corporate  Social 
Responsibility (CSR) Framework shown in Figure 1.3.1. 

Figure 1.3.1 SPS Corporate Social Responsibility Framework

Conservation of Environment
• Creating alternative 

energy sources
• Saving resources (recycling, 

energy conservation)
• Educating staff & 

influencing habits

Global Capacity Building
• Provision of overseas consultancy services 
• Sharing best practices
• Participation in international corrections conferences

SPS Corporate
Social Responsibility

Local Community Involvement
• Active volunteerism
• Fund-raising efforts
• Social & community projects

Singapore  Quality Award with Special Commendation Executive Summary Report 2012
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SPS Global CSR Leadership

We are committed to sharing best-in-class practices to aid in capacity building efforts within the international corrections 
community. SPS is involved with a  number of international  corrections  organisations, sitting on the  International 
Corrections and Prisons Association (ICPA) community corrections committee and serving as joint Secretariat for Asian 
and Pacific Conference of Correctional Administrators (APCCA). SPS is also regularly invited as a visiting expert to lecture 
at the United Nations Asia and Far East Institute  (UNAFEI) for the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders  

It is noteworthy that our Yellow Ribbon Project (YRP) became the source of inspiration for other countries such as United 
States, Australia, Fiji and the Philippines. 

training courses on corrections topics to an international group of students. 

serve – SPS will  always remain professional,  impartial  

Figure 1.3.2 SPS Corporate Governance Framework

 
Beneficiaries
• Professionalism & integrity of staff
• Safe & secure custody for inmates
• Available channels for feedback

Internal Controls External Controls

Staff
• Professionalism & integrity 

of staff
• Feedback platforms on staff 

integrity matters

Partners/Suppliers
• Transparency in 

procurement process
• Accountability in finance & 

resource management

MHA
• Professionalism & integrity of staff
• Compliance to IMs & Directives
• Accountability in finance & 

resource management

Accountability Compliance Transparency

Meeting Stakeholders’ Interests

Mechanisms & Outcomes

Principles

1.3b How the organisation communicates its  
policy and goals to employees and external
parties and involves them in achieving the goals.

We communicate our policies and goals to our staff and 
other  stakeholders  through   various  communication 
platforms electronically, via print or face-to-face.

We realise our CSR activities through the engagement 
of staff. This is managed as part of the Engagement 
Mechanisms illustrated in Category 4.2. Involvement in 
CSR also develops the desired culture in SPS (see Figure 
1.2.2). External parties who identify  with the cause  and 
programmes work with us to achieve the goals set. 

1.3c How the organisation establishes its
governance  system for  transparency and
accountability that isconsistent with statutory
and regulatory requirements  or guidelines, 
and the protection of stakeholder and stockholder
interests, as appropriate.

and accountable. The operating principles of our Corporate

compliance and transparency (see Figure 1.3.2). 

Our   Corporate  Governance  Framework  seeks  to instil 
confidence and assurance in the beneficiaries whom  we

Governance Framework manifest accountability, 

Indicators

1.3d       How the organisation evaluates and improves its governance system, and its involvement
and contribution to the community, society and the environment in which it operates. 

We constantly review  the effectiveness of our CSR and  corporate  governance at  dedicated meeting platforms such as 
the Prisons Audit Conference and Systems Review Steering Committee meetings. 

Singapore Prison Service



PLANNING
2.1   Strategy Development and

Deployment
Developing our strategy and strategic
objectives, and deployment of our action
plans.



Thank you for this enlightening and
informative tour. This facility is a model
Prison given the professionalism of the staff
and the clear and effective planning and
operation of the facility.

Professor Bruce Hoffman
Director of the Center for Peace and Security Studies,
Georgetown University, Washington DC
United States of America

Visit to Cluster B, 28 July 2010

Very well-managed and
keep up the good work as
CAPTAINS OF LIVES.

Mdm Kausalya Devi A/P Sathoo
Senior Assistant Commissioner, Malaysian Prison Department
Malaysia

Visit to Cluster A, 16 September 2011

Extremely well-organised (ICPA)
Conference! Changi Prison
Complex and Singapore Prison
Service is doing a good job.

Mr Amarsaikhan Tumenzorigt
Foreign Relations Officer,
General Executive Agency of Court Decision
Mongolia

Visit to Cluster A, 16 September 2011
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PLANNING

2. PLANNING
2.1 Strategy Development and Deployment
2.1a How the organisation determines its strategic challenges, and how it develops its 
strategy and strategic objectives to address these challenges. Include how the organisation 
adopts a global perspective in its planning. Summarise the organisation’s key strategic short
term and long-term objectives and goals.

Corporate Planning Process

SPS develops, implements and reviews both short-term and long-term strategies to achieve its Vision and Mission. Our 
Corporate Planning Process comprises four components (see Table 2.1.1): 

a. Strategic Planning;
b. Corporate Planning;
c. Strategy Implementation; and 
d. Monitoring and Review. 

Timeline October – December January – March April onwards On-going

Planning Component Strategic Planning Corporate Planning Strategy Implementation Monitoring & Review

Activity Analysis
• Inputs to planning
• Foresight methods/activities
• Review focal areas, taking 

into consideration strategic 
challenges & risks

Formulation
• Focal areas
• Key strategies 

Development of Action Plans
• Outcomes/Key Performance 

Indicators (KPIs)
• Set targets
• Develop action plans

• Cascading of goals 
to individuals

• Communication of 
plans

• Implementation of 
workplans

• Resource 
management

• Tracking of KPIs

• Monitoring & 
reviewing of 
workplans

Involvement • Planning Retreat
• Division & Cluster Retreats

• Directorate Retreat
• Corporate Retreat

• Corporate Advance
• Post-Corporate 

Advance Roadshows

• Corporate Dashboard
• Organisational KPI 

review
• Performance Review 

at Divisional level
• Workplan updates to 

DP

HR Planning Process
(see Category 4.1)

• Review HR plans & 
provide HR management 
& development inputs to 
strategy planning

• Develop HR plans: 
 
 
 
 
   

 

Resource Planning
Process

• Align resource planning 
process with Ministry 
of Home Affairs 
(MHA) guidelines

• 10-year Rolling Budget
• Review latest budget 

requirements from SPS 
Divisions, Clusters & Units 

• Analysis of supported budget

• Annual Budgeting 
Process

• Reinvestment Fund 
Bidding 

• Yearly analysis of 
budget submissions 
by Divisions, Clusters 
& Units

• MHA quarterly budget 
review

Strategic Planning 

Long-term Strategy Development

A three-year Strategic Plan (see Figure 2.1.2) is developed after extensive consultation with the Divisions, Clusters and
Units. Broad strategic objectives or Focal Areas  and their corresponding Key Strategies are  identified for development  
and implementation over the three-year period. 

Table 2.1.1 Planning Timeline

Singapore  Quality Award with Special Commendation Executive Summary Report 2012
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Addressing Strategic Challenges

Reference is made to statistical trends, population projections and key performance indicators, operational data,
as well as emerging challenges and drivers, when identifying our key strategic challenges. 

PLANNING

Results Key Performance Indicators

Focal Areas

Key Strategies

Enhancing Inmate 
Management & 

Operational Capabilities

Advancing Throughcare 
in Rehabilitation 
& Reintegration

Harnessing Technology 
& Developing 

Staff Capabilities

Strengthen Disciplinary 
Structure

Address Criminogenic 
Needs Through Targeted 

Programmes

Deepen & Broaden 
Staff Competencies

Improve Management of 
Special Populations

Enhance Reformation of 
Young Offenders

 Recruit & Retain the 
Right Staff

Engage Partners in 
Prisons Operations

Enhance the Drug 
Rehabilitation Regime

 Build An Engaged & 
Resilient Workforce

Enhance Security 
& Operations

Develop a Holistic 
Framework of Throughcare

Strengthening Partnerships 
to Prevent Offending  

& Re-Offending

Strengthen Volunteer 
Engagement & Capacity

Facilitate Intervention for 
At-Risk Groups

Enhance Support to 
Prevent Re-Offending

Exploit Technology & 
Innovation as Levers

Table 2.1.2 FY 11 to FY 13 Strategic Plan 

Corporate Planning 

Addresses Annual Planning

The Corporate Planning component involves individual Divisions, Clusters and Units formulating their respective one-
year workplans to support the Focal Areas and Key Strategies identified in the three-year Strategic Plan. 

These workplans and  their implementation details are then  communicated to staff and other stakeholders at  the annual
Corporate Advance. Thereafter, the Corporate Plan is further communicated to all the staff through a series of road-
shows at both HQ and Cluster levels.

Strategy Implementation 

The implementation of the endorsed workplans is driven and coordinated by the respective HQ Staff Divisions, and 
carried out by the Clusters and Institutions on the ground. The progress of the workplans is tracked on a monthly basis. 

Managing Beneficiaries in Strategy Implementation

In implementing our Key Strategies, we ensure that  the products and services we offer to our beneficiaries address their 
 needs and achieve our desired outcomes. This is achieved by systematic tracking of  our  Key Performance  Indicators (KPIs).
Of these KPIs, the Recidivism Rate is  a key measure of our performance in  achieving the MHA outcome of making 
Singapore a safe and secure best home.    

Inputs to Planning Processes

We utilise both internal and external sources of information, such as Key Performance and Risk Indicators, benchmarking
studies and international comparisons in our planning processes.   
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PLANNING

2.1b How the organisation converts its strategic objectives into action plans. Include how 
the financial and other risks associated with the plans are managed and how resources are  
allocated support the plans.

Focal Areas, Key Strategies, Workplans and Key Performance Indicators

During the Strategy Implementation phase, Clusters and Staff Units develop their workplans to achieve the four Focal 
Areas  and  Key  Strategies. Workplans are prioritised to  ensure effective management of resources. To ensure  alignment
to the Focal Areas and Key Strategies, workplans formulated are  monitored  for implementation progress and  measured 
by their KPIs.

Risk Management

We have in place existing platforms and processes to identify, report and manage risk under the Risk Management 

● Risk Identification 
● Risk Assessment 
● Risk Control 
● Risk Monitoring 

To mitigate business uncertainties in a fluid  operating landscape  and ensure SPS is able to continue  to operate 
regardless of the situation,  we have also developed  business continuity  and contingency plans to address the  identified  
risk areas. 

2.1d How the organisation evaluates and improves its strategic planning process.

Suggestions for improvements are solicited from senior management at every juncture of our corporate planning process 
and  ideas are incorporated whenever possible. At the  end of the Corporate Retreat and  Corporate Advance, After  Action 
Reviews (AARs) are conducted to identify the lessons learnt for purpose of future improvements. An AAR is also conducted 
at the end of each year to evaluate our strengths and weaknesses so as to improve the next planning cycle. 

Table 2.1.3 Mechanisms of Review & Evaluation

2.1c     How the organisation reviews its performance relative to its plans, and how it establishes  
and deploys modified plans in a timely manner.

Our performance review and evaluation frequency, mechanism and follow-up actions are depicted in Table 2.1.3. 

Frequency Mechanism

Daily - Daily report
- Daily media highlights

Weekly - Weekly Highlights on Feedback via QSM & PRIS Feedback

Monthly - Workplan Updates to Director of Prisons
- Presentation on workplan projects at monthly Director’s Conference

Quarterly - KPI Updates to Director of Prisons

Singapore  Quality Award with Special Commendation Executive Summary Report 2012
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INFORMATION
3.1 Management of Information

and Knowledge
Selecting and managing information for
planning, day-to-day management and
performance evaluation. Managing 
knowledge systematically, to create value 
for the organisation.

3.2        Comparison and Benchmarking
Selecting and using comparative and
benchmarking information to improve
performance.



An inspiring
visit. Keep up the
good work.

Mr S Iswaran
Minister in Prime Minister’s Office, Second Minister for Home Affairs,
Second Minister for Trade and Industry
Singapore

Visit to Cluster A, 30 June 2011

We should learn from
Singapore Prison Service.

Mr Wei Shu Liang
Deputy Director General,
Beijing Bureau of Prison Administration
People’s Republic of China

Visit to Cluster B, 13 February 2012

Keep up the good
Work! It’s making a
difference to lives.

Mr Ng EngHen
Minister for Education
Singapore

Visit to Prison School, 9 April 2010
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3. INFORMATION

3.1  Management of Information and Knowledge
3.1a How information needed to drive planning, day-to-day management and improvements 
to the organisation’s performance is selected and collected. List the key types of information 
and describe how they are related to the organisation’s performance objectives and goals.

SPS Information Management System

The Information Management S ystem is central in the management of our  activities. These systems are classified into 
three Clusters as shown in Figure 3.1.1.

Enhancing Inmate
Management &

Operational Capabilities

Advancing Throughcare in
Rehabilitation & Reintegration

Strengthening Partnerships to
Prevent Offending &

Re-Offending

Harnessing Technology &
Developing Staff Capabilities

SPS Mission & Vision

Business Intelligence & Business Analysis

Security Cluster

Operations Management Cluster

Information, Collaboration & 
Knowledge Management Cluster

Figure 3.1.1 SPS Information Management System

Key Types of Information

In our approach to information management, we have identified three key types of information namely Planning, Day-
to-Day Management and Performance Improvement. 

Singapore Prison Service
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INFORMATION

Policy Electronic Means (IT System) Non-Electronic Means (Filing System)

Business Continuity 
Measures

• Built-in redundancy
• Recovery & rollback mechanisms
• No single point of failure at server end
• On-site technical support team

• Proper storage
• Retrievable file referencing system

Security Measure • Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) • Document Audit

References • Government IMs and Guidelines • Government IMs and Guidelines

Internal • User access rights
• Remote Access

• SPS Guidelines

External • Prison e-services for public and stakeholders • SPS Guidelines 

Table 3.1.2 Reliability & Accessibility of Information

3.1b How the organisation ensures that information is reliable and accessible and how it is
disseminated quickly to employees, suppliers/partners and customers, including how the 
organisation shares information to encourage learning and innovation.

Reliability and Accessibility of Information

Our  Information Management System is supported by Technology Branch and Admin/Registry Section of  the  Finance 
and Admin Branch. The latter oversees the Filing System components. In ensuring that the information is both reliable
and accessible to the staff, both electronic (IT System) and non-electronic means (Filing System) are employed in SPS
(see Table 3.1.2).

R
el

ia
bi

lit
y

A
cc

es
si

bi
lit

y

Dissemination of Information

We have put in place systemic structures and information systems to facilitate the prompt and efficient dissemination 
of information.  Sharing and learning opportunities  for our  staff have been developed  as part of our Knowledge 
Management (KM) Framework (see Figure 3.1.3).

3.1c How information is analysed and used to support organisational planning and review.

Business Intelligence and Business Analysis

We analyse information to derive business intelligence and facilitate high level decision-making. Such statistical  
analyses, which have  policy  implications, are an important  information source for organisational planning  and  review.  

Singapore  Quality Award with Special Commendation Executive Summary Report 2012



INFORMATION

3.1d How the organisation manages knowledge to create value. Include how knowledge is 
used or acted upon for business improvements.

Our KM Framework is centred along the 3Cs of Content, Connect and Collaborate as shown in Figure 3.1.3.

Platforms for Sharing and Learning

To promote sharing and learning, platforms are in place to provide opportunities for our stakeholders to ‘Connect’ and 
‘Collaborate’, as  depicted in the  KM Framework. They  create value and improve our businesses. These platforms also
 create exchanges that support a Learning Culture as well as provide avenues for feedback and ideas for improvements
 to be heard and acted upon,  thereby promoting a culture of innovation. 

Knowledge is transferred in each of the 
3Cs through the processes of:
• Socialisation: transfer of tacit knowledge 

from one person to another;
• Externalisation: transfer of tacit 

knowledge into explicit form through 
record-creation;

• Combination: explicit knowledge is 
processed or organised; &

• Internalisation: explicit knowledge is 
made tacit through learning.

Figure 3.1.3 SPS Knowledge Management Framework

3.1e How the organisation evaluates and improves its management of information and 

Improvements in Information and Knowledge Management

As a testament to our state-of-the-art  Information Management  System, we were recently recognised as a CIO 100   
Honouree 2012 under CIO Asia’s annual index of Asia’s top performing enterprise users of IT. The award is given to 
organisations which achieved excellence in strategic enterprise IT deployment. 

We have also been receiving visitors from the international corrections community to learn about our best practices in 
the area of information management.

knowledge.

3.2 Comparison and Benchmarking
3.2a How comparative and benchmarking information is selected to improve the organisation's
performance.

Objectives and Criteria for Comparative and Benchmarking Information

Learning from other organisations is realised through learning journeys, comparative studies and benchmarking 
projects. The objectives and criteria for selection of comparative and benchmarking information are shown in Table 3.2.1.  

Singapore Prison Service16
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3.2b How comparative and benchmarking information is used to improve processes and to 
set stretch goals and/or encourage breakthrough improvements. Include a summary of 
comparative and benchmarking activities and studies done.

Benchmarking Process

We adopt internal and  external benchmarking  in SPS. Internal benchmarking refers to internal prison  audits conducted 
by Staff Inspectorate Branch, while external benchmarking comprises international and local benchmarking. Under 
international benchmarking, projects are undertaken by Study Trip delegations. For local benchmarking, projects are 
undertaken by our HQ Divisions and Clusters. Additionally, we also conduct learning journeys and study visits.

Learning from others – external &
learning focus

Objective Criteria for selection of organisation/
country

• Learning Journeys • To explore potential areas of collaboration or learning about 
policy/process/product/service in other related & non-related
organisations

• Good industry practices in policy/
process/product/service pertaining 
to service, innovation, HR &/or 
Organisational Learning

• Comparative Studies • To ascertain our relative strength/position in terms of 
services & processes

• To set target for improvement or comparison
• To seek out best practices in services &/or processes

ARC principles: 
• Accessibility (ease of data collection)
• Reliability (data integrity)
• Comparability (similarity in terms 

of characteristics of country or 
correctional service)

• Benchmarking Projects • To seek improvement of processes &/or services
• To achieve breakthrough performance of processes &/

or services
• To overcome strategic challenges

Table 3.2.1 Objectives & Criteria for Comparative & Benchmarking Information

Our benchmarking process comprises four stages as illustrated in Figure 3.2.2 

Stage 1 Planning

Formation of benchmarking team

Team to identify benchmarks

Select benchmarking partners

Determine data collection method & collect data

Stage 4 Action

Develop action plans

Implement specific actions & monitor progress

Recalibrate benchmarks

Report final outcome at Divisional, Cluster &/or Directorate meeting platforms

Stage 2 Analysis
Analyse data & determine performance gap

Determine reasons for the gaps

Stage 3 Integration

Communicate benchmark findings & gain acceptance via Divisional, Cluster &/or Directorate meeting 
platforms

Establish functional goals for superior performance

Figure 3.2.2 Four-Stage Benchmarking Process

3.2c How the organisation evaluates and improves its overall process of selecting and using
comparative and benchmarking information.

We ensure that the comparative and benchmarking processes are reviewed regularly in SPS. One example was the review 
of existing benchmarking processes for better integration and alignment to our objectives. 
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PEOPLE
4.1 Human Resource Planning

Addressing the needs and development
of the workforce through our human
resource strategies.

4.2 Employee Engagement
Engaging our staff to contribute to the
achievements of the organisation’s
objectives and goals.

4.3 Employee Learning and
Development
Engaging our staff in learning and
development to achieve high performance.

4.4 Employee Well-Being and
Satisfaction
Developing a work environment that
enhances the well-being and satisfaction of
our staff, and assessing their satisfaction
through formal and informal means.

4.5 Employee Performance and
Recognition
Encouraging staff to achieve high
performance through our staff performance
management and recognition systems.



Extremely impressive, giving
true meaning to the phrase
‘Captains of Lives’.

Mr K Shanmugam
Minister for Law and Second Minister for Home Affairs
Singapore

Visit to Prison School, 22 June 2009

Thank you all, Captains of
Lives, for taking care of the
inmates and helping them
back on their feet.

Ms Grace Fu
Senior Minister of State for National Development
and Education
Singapore

Visit to Cluster A, 19 March 2010

This is a wonderful opportunity to
visit Changi Prison and we found
this experience an eye opener. We
are pleased with the passion of
the staff and the facilities of the
Prison. Well done!

Professor T. Wing Lo
Department of Applied Social Studies,
City University of Hong Kong
Hong Kong

Visit to Cluster A, 18 August 2011



4.PEOPLE
The SPS provides a unique and rewarding career that transforms individuals with skill sets that allow for a deep understanding 
of humanity and contribute to society in a manner that impacts far beyond one’s work. This making of Captains of Lives 
(COL) is brought about through  the  management of a work environment that fosters a  strong sense of belonging  and allows 
for individual growth and development.

4.1 Human Resource Planning
4.1a How the organisation develops its human resource strategies, policies and plans. This 

PEOPLE

Figure 4.1.1 SPS Human Resource Planning Cycle

Our Human Resource (HR) Planning Cycle (see 
Figure 4.1.1) shows how human resource strategies,   

organisation's strategic  plans arising from the 

Integrated Staff Development Framework

Throughout the HR Planning Cycle, the Integrated SD 
Framework (see Figure 4.1.2) acts as a guide on the 
planning, implementation and review of the SD 
strategies. 

Figure 4.1.2 Integrated SD Framework

plans.
includes how the human resource strategies, policies and plans are aligned to the strategic 

plans and goals are established in line with the 

Singapore Prison Service18
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PEOPLE

4.1b Describe the organisation’s human resource requirements and plans, based on the
organisation’s strategic objectives and goals.

The SD Division (SDD) branches are responsible for developing and implementing the HR plans and key activities. Our 
recruitment and selection policy is closely aligned with the key strategy of recruiting the right staff.   

Prison Staff Training School. Additional training programmes are also customised to enhance staff competencies to 
benefit our beneficiaries and for leadership development. 

A comprehensive  foundation is  provided for new entrant  officers through our Basic Officers’ course conducted by the  

4.1c How the organisation uses feedback to improve human resource strategies, policies 

We review our HR plans through KPIs and various communication platforms that are easily accessible to staff such as
the Cluster Dialogue sessions. Throughout the year, SD Retreats and SD meetings track the results and progress of the 

and plans.

SD workplans and processes. 

4.2 Employee Engagement
4.2a The  strategies  adopted and the mechanisms available to  encourage  and support  
individual and team participation in achieving the organisation’s objectives and goals.

Our Employee Engagement Framework (see Figure  4.2.1) was developed in 2011, with our Vision and Values at the core. 
It details how our staff are connected through the four engagement strategies of Connect, Grow, Share and Excel. 

Figure 4.2.1 Employee Engagement Framework

Implementation Review

4.2b The process of implementation of the mechanisms  for employee engagement and the  
review of their effectiveness.

Our staff engagement mechanisms are implemented and led by the different units under the Connect, Grow, Share  
and Excel strategies (see Table  4.2.2).
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Connect
• Engagement of staff by Directorate

• Sharing of observations with Leadership Group (LG)
• Platforms to encourage exchanging of ideas & learning from one another

• Celebration of success & building better bonds with one another

Grow
• Enhance staff potential for career advancement

• Developing our staff in the areas of self-development & staff well-being

PEOPLE

Excel
• Striving to strengthen our management systems & processes for high level of performance

• Recognition of COL for their innovation, service & performance excellence

Share
• Ensuring clarity & alignment with SPS’s strategic focus

• Making information readily available
• Sharing of best practices & provision of suggestions to improve services

Table 4.2.2 Employee Engagement Mechanisms

4.2c  How the organisation evaluates and improves its overall employee engagement process.

The effectiveness of our staff engagement mechanisms and processes is evaluated through indicators such as staff 
participation in SSS, WITs, projects and working committees as well as feedback gathered from surveys and various 
communication channels. In particular, the biennial OHS provides a useful indication of staff involvement and highlights 
areas that may need to be addressed and improved on. 

4.3 Employee Learning and Development
4.3a How the organisation identifies the learning and development needs for all employees 
to support its objectives and goals.

Learning and Development

We are committed in developing our staff to become effective COL. Learning and Development (L&D) activities are 
aligned to support our goal of deepening and broadening staff competencies. 

The Learning and Development Framework (see Figure 4.3.1) applies to both uniformed and civilian staff. 

The L&D needs of our staff are identified through the  annual Learning Needs Analysis (LNA). The  Total  Learning Plan 
(TLP), consisting of HQ and  Cluster Learning Plans and staff Individual Learning Roadmaps (ILRs), are  then derived. The 
TLP will equip our staff with the skills, knowledge and  attitudes  necessary to excel  in their daily work, as  well as  develop 
their potential to assume higher and greater responsibilities. 

Singapore Prison Service20
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PEOPLE

Figure 4.3.1 Learning & Development Framework

4.3b How learning  and development opportunities are  delivered, and reviewed for their 
contribution to individual and organisational effectiveness.

Learning and Development Implementation Process

Our training programmes address the L&D needs of our staff through two platforms (see Table 4.3.2).

Foundational Training Continuous Learning
• Induction Activities 
 - Orientation for new officers
 - Familiarisation for staff given new appointments

• On-the-Job Training (OJT) & In-Service Training (IST)
 - Reinforce & deepen understanding & application of Jailcraft principles 

• Basic Officer Course (BOC)
 - New officers acquire requisite foundational   

 skills & knowledge
 - Reviewed in 2010 for delivery of   

 Jailcraft principles
 - 12-week OJT under mentorship of   

 experienced staff

• Functional Skills Training
 - Enhance functional competencies in key operational posts  

 (e.g. Superintendent Course, Officer-in-Charge of Housing Unit Course)
• Accredited Courses
 - Collaboration with institutes of higher learning to upgrade staff qualifications   
• Leadership Development
 - SPS Leadership Development Roadmap 

Table 4.3.2 Learning & Development Implementation Platforms

Review of Learning and Development Effectiveness

The process of evaluating the effectiveness of our L&D activities is based on staffs' pre- and post-course evaluation,  
measured using Kirkpatrick’s Four Levels of Evaluation Framework shown in Figure 4.3.3. 
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Figure 4.3.3 Review & Evaluation of Learning

Level 1: Reaction Measures participant’s reaction to the training

Level 2: Learning Assesses the skills & knowledge participant has learnt from training

Level 3: Application Assesses applicability of knowledge learnt to the job

Level 4: Results Assesses impact of training on business results

Measurement of ROI
Evaluation results from Levels 3 & 4 are used in the measurements of Return on Investment (ROI) in monetary terms for selected 

Key Learning Programmes (KLPs)

The various levels of evaluation and the ROI measurement enable us to make  better  decisions in the development of  
curriculum or selection of training providers. The TLP Effectiveness Report is  also prepared to analyse and  reflect  the 
results from course evaluation forms and training indicators. Qualitative feedback gathered from staff is also taken 
into consideration in the subsequent design and development of our training programmes for improvements.

4.3cHow the organisation evaluates and improves its overall learning and development process.

The review of the L&D process is illustrated in Figure 4.3.4. This includes a  review of  the effectiveness of programmes, 
initiatives and activities at both the organisational and individual levels. 

Qualitative feedback from our staff and external training vendors (on areas such as content, administrative support  
and quality of programmes) are also gathered. Recommendations are then made to improve L&D plans and processes
for the new FY.

Table 4.3.4 Review of Learning & Development Process

Formulation of Total
Learning Plan

Budget Allocation

4.4 Employee Well-Being and Satisfaction
4.4a How the organisation  develops a supportive work environment that enhances employee 
well-being and satisfaction, and promotes a harmonious relationship between management 
and unions/employees. Include how the organisation supports the needs of a diverse workforce.

We identified four  well-being attributes for a supportive  work environment and have developed and implemented 
activities and programmes in line with these attributes as illustrated in Figure 4.4.1. 

Singapore Prison Service
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Attributes
Social-Recreational Well-Being:
Social interaction for health 
& happiness

Financial Well-Being:
Financial awareness for 
stable life situation

Physical Well-Being:
Healthy & fit lifestyle

Psychological Well-Being:
Personal growth, positive relations & 
purposeful life

Employee Well-Being & Satisfaction

Mechanisms for Measuring & Assessing Staff Well-Being & Satisfaction

Reviews & Improvements through staff channels, Prisons Welfare Council (PWC), PSRC & 
SPS Multi-Purpose Co-operative Society Ltd (Co-op)

Table 4.4.1 Staff Well-Being  & Satisfaction Framework

Our focus on Rehab-Renew-Restart provides a unique work environment to contribute and this will impact the   
offenders in meaningful and lasting life-changing  situations. The overall well-being  aspects in daily work coupled 
with the comprehensive development of the staff provide a satisfying outcome to our work and efforts.  

Our Directorate participates actively in promoting a harmonious management-employee relationship and  frequently
interacts with our staff through the key communication platforms to maintain a harmonious relationship  between 
management and employees.  

4.4b How the organisation measures and assesses employee well-being and satisfaction.

We employ formal and informal assessments of well-being and satisfaction, with direct and indirect measurements.  
Analysis is done on the returns and appropriate improvement initiatives are undertaken to ensure that staff  participation, 
development, well-being and motivation are catered for in a systematic manner to achieve positive outcomes.  

In 2007, 2009 and 2011, SPS was recognised as one of the Top Best Employers in Singapore through a survey conducted 
by Aon Hewitt, an established HR consultancy firm. In addition, we were honoured as one of the winners of the  Aon 
Hewitt Best Employer Award in Asia Pacific in 2011.

4.4c How the organisation evaluates and improves its approach to enhancing employee well-
being and satisfaction.

Our approach to  Employee Well-being and  Satisfaction looks into defining  attributes, identifying and  implementing 
related activities and programmes, assessing well-being and satisfaction and developing improvements. This is reviewed 
annually during the HR Planning process by all SDD branch heads and key HR staff from line units. 
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4.5 Employee Performance and Recognition
4.5a How the organisation’s employee performance  management and recognition systems 
support high performance, innovative and creative behaviours and achievement of objectives

To support the SD Key Strategies, we have a dynamic Performance and Recognition System. Our staff performance 
appraisal is carried out yearly when they are assessed on their work performance, personal qualities (including service 
and innovation attributes) and estimated potential. Furthermore, we have in place a Coaching Framework to assist
our staff in management and assessment issues.

and goals.

We have in place a  rewards and recognition  system that  is aligned  to our Mission, Vision and  Values to motivate  and 
reward our staff for outstanding work performance, contribution to 3i as well as  good service delivery to our beneficiaries 
by living our HEART values. Team and individual awards come in the form of monetary and non-monetary and the 
recognitions can be formal or informal. Table  4.5.1 shows the focused rewards and recognitions for upholding and 
demonstrating the Departmental Values.
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Table 4.5.1 Rewards & Recognition for Living Up to HEART Values

HEART Values

Honour
(Honouring our 
Vision)

Excel
(Achieving excellence)

Agile
(Rewarding agility & innovation)

Respect
(Respecting our 
colleagues, inmates & 
the community)

Teamwork
(Fostering & inspiring 
teamwork)

MHA National 
Day Award 

National Day Awards – 
Public Administrative 
Medal, Commendation 
Medal & Efficiency Medal 

MHA National Day Award 

Singapore Police Service 
Good Service Medal/ 
Long Service & Good 
Conduct Medal 

SPS Business Excellence (BE) 
3i Awards 

SPS 3i Convention Awards 

National Innovation & 
Quality Circles (NIQC) 
Convention Award 

Home Team Innovation 
Festival Awards 

PS21 ExCEL Convention 

International Exposition on Team 
Excellence (IETEX) 

Excellent Service Award 

MHA Star Service Award 

PS21 Star Service Award 

SPS Star Service 
Award – Star Service 
Commendation Award & 
Star Service Award 

Home Team 
Achievement Award 

MHA Operational 
Excellence 

Best Unit Award 

DP Award (Team 
Testimonial) 

DP Award (Team 
Commendation) 

Outstanding Captains of Lives Award 
DP Award (Individual Testimonial) 

DP Award (Individual Commendation) 
Subsidiary Award 

Quarterly Role Model Award

 

Vision & Mission

4.5b How the organisation evaluates  and improves its  employee performance management 
and recognition systems.

We proactively review and update our performance management and rewards and recognition system via feedback and 
inputs from the various key evaluation channels. 
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PROCESSES
5.1 Innovation Processes

Managing innovation, and designing new
services and their related delivery systems.

5.2 Process Management and
Improvement
Managing and improving our service delivery
and support processes.

5.3 Supplier and Partnership
Management
Managing our key suppliers and partners
for the delivery of services.



I am also heartened to
know that basic physical
fundamentals such as our
operational and security
capabilities are also constantly
being enhanced through
leveraging on the latest
technological capabilities to
achieve a more secure and
safe environment.

Mr Wong Kan Seng
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for Home Affairs
Singapore

Prisons-SCORE Workplan Seminar 2008, 22 June 2008

Thank you for inspiring  me –
I feel very privileged to have
visited KBC (Prison School).

Ms Cristal de Saldanha
Executive Director, International Programme at Duke of
Edinburgh’s Award International Association
United Kingdom

Visit to Prison School, 25 March 2010

I am very impressed with the level
of professionalism I have seen.
and especially having 18 prison
officers for 333 inmates. For this
to happen, you must be able to
pursue a different policy.

Dr N. Ramgoolam
Prime Minister of Mauritius
Mauritius

Visit to Cluster B, 28 September 2010
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5. PROCESSES
5.1 Innovation Processes
5.1a How innovation management processes support value creation. Include how creative 
ideas are harvested, evaluated and implemented.

Figure 5.1.1 SPS 3i Framework

Figure 5.1.2 Process of Idea Generation, Evaluation & Implementation

The Innovation Movement in SPS can be 
summarised as:

• Adoption of the 3i (Ideas, Improvements,   
Innovations) branding to drive innovation 
efforts in 2001

• Development of 3i Framework to guide 
innovation structures and processes in 2006

• Inclusion of “Learn and Grow” elements 
in the 3i Framework to build a learning and 
innovation culture in 2010 (see Figure 5.1.1)

Figure 5.1.2 illustrates how our stakeholders are 
involved in the process of generation, evaluation 
and implementation of ideas.

Staff, Beneficiaries, Partners & Suppliers

Learn & Grow

So
ur

ce
s

Review
&

Improve

3i Platforms

• Internal (Corporate Planning Process, 3i@LC, inmate feedback channels & staff meeting platforms)
• External (local & overseas learning journeys, technology & environment scans, surveys & research)

Ideas Improvements Innovation

Generation
At individual, team and organisational level

Evaluation

Implementation
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Table 5.1.3 PDCA Cycle for Product & Service Design & Delivery Process

5.1b How new products and services and their related production and delivery systems are 
designed and introduced. Include how employees, customers and suppliers/partners are 
involved in the design process.

Our product and service design, and delivery process involves key stakeholders at the onset and comprises eight steps 
which are entrenched in the PDCA cycle as shown in Table 5.1.3.

Phases PLAN
(Step 1-5)

1. Select Theme
2. Plan Schedule 
3. Grasp Present Status
4. Set Targets 
5. Analyse the Problem & Determine Corrective Action

DO/CHECK
(Step 6 & 7)

6. Implementation
7. Evaluate Results

ACT
(Step 8)

8. Standardise Action & Review

5.1c How the organisation evaluates and improves these innovation processes.

The innovation process is reviewed based on feedback received from the 3i Advocates. Recommendations arising from 
the feedback are tabled at meeting platforms chaired by Senior Management for evaluation and approval. In addition,   
progress updates  on innovation and  new initiatives in our annual workplans  are reported and reviewed at management 
meetings.

5.2 Process Management and Improvement
5.2a  Define  the  key production and delivery processes of products and services and the support
processes. Include a description of their requirements and performance measures or indicators.

In support of our Vision and Mission, we have identified three key and four supporting processes which deliver value to 
our beneficiaries. Table 5.2.1 shows the alignment of the key and supporting processes with the SPS Business Excellence 
Model (see Organisational Profile, Figure 4).

Table 5.2.1 Key & Supporting Processes

Singapore Prison Service
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We have in place numerous process requirements and performance measures for our key and supporting processes.   
For example, a performance requirement for the process ‘Safe and Secure Custody’ is to provide physical security 
within the institutions and one of the performance measures employed is the rate of escape per 10,000 Inmates.

5.2b Describe how the  organisation manages these key  processes to meet process requirements 
and maintain process performance to ensure that  products and services  meet customer and
operational requirements. Include  how  the organisation is able to sustain  its operations in 
emergencies and disasters for business continuity.

Monitoring Processes

The key and supporting processes are monitored closely to ensure that they continue to meet the process requirements. 
These key monitoring activities vary in their respective frequencies, ranging from daily to annually.

Contingency Plans and Business Continuity

We conduct regular review of doctrines, plans and SOPs to guide our Clusters and institutions in enhancing operations 
and contingency preparedness. Regular exercises and trainings are planned and conducted at different levels to enhance 
the preparedness of Clusters and institutions, thereby ensuring business agility.

Results from pilot implementation 
are shared with all parties, including 
those who will be involved in the full 
implementation, with endorsement 
by Directorate

Figure 5.2.2 Evaluation & Review Mechanism 

 Unsuccessful

Successful

Best Practices from Benchmarking & Environmental Scans

Adopt best practices from internal & external benchmarking studies & environmental scans

Learning Points from AERs/AARs

Re-examine issue

Analyse problem

 Pilot implementation

Evaluate

Endorsement

Full implementation

Review & evaluate

Process owner assigns to the staff unit 

5.2c Explain how the organisation evaluates and improves these key processes to achieve better
process performance and improvements to products and services.

We adopt Top-down and Bottom-up approaches in reviewing and improving our key processes (refer to Figure 5.2.2). 
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5.3 Supplier and Partnering Processes
5.3a How the organisation identifies and selects its suppliers and partners. Include a
description of the key performance requirements for suppliers and/or partners and how
the relationship and partnership fit into the overall strategy of the organisation.

Our Partnering Process 

We define suppliers as organisations or industries which provide services to us in support of our administration and 
operations. Our partners, on the other hand, are defined as those who are directly engaged in enhancing the personal 
well-being and rehabilitation of our inmates. 

Identification and Selection of Partners and Suppliers

We identify and select our key partners and  suppliers based on their strategic fit  to our  Vision and Mission. Partners  are 
identified and selected based on their potential to provide  value creation and  synergy, whereas suppliers are  contracted 
based on the Government IMs. 

5.3b How the organisation communicates and ensures that its requirements are met by suppliers
and/or partners and how timely and actionable feedback is provided to suppliers and/or partners.

We manage our partners and suppliers through various communication channels to address any non-conformities and 
the meeting of performance requirements. Different levels of engagement are done with our partners and suppliers to 
ensure timely and actionable feedback is provided. 

5.3c How the organisation works with suppliers and/or partners to understand their needs, 
and the plans and processes established to help suppliers and/or partners improve their goods 
and services, as appropriate.

We help our suppliers and partners understand our unique characteristics and requirements by conducting orientation 
visits, briefings, joint training and knowledge sharing sessions.

Singapore Prison Service



CUSTOMERS
6.1 Customer Requirements

Determining requirements of our
beneficiaries and ensuring relevance
of current services, and developing
new opportunities.

6.2 Customer Relationship
Managing relationships with our
beneficiaries.

6.3 Customer Satisfaction
Measuring and using beneficiary
satisfaction information for improvement.



You have been very generous
with your time and we
are greatly interested in
the culture that produces
‘Captains of Lives’. We are
also very impressed with the
engagement with industry 
and the community.

Ms Alannah MacTiernan MLA
Chair Legislative Assembly Committee,
Parliament of Western Australia
Australia

Visit to Cluster A, 26 March 2010

We greatly appreciate the
Singapore Prison Service for
the second chances they give
those who have fallen along
the way.

Mrs Yu Sing Tong
Deputy Director Schools North,
Ministry of Education
Singapore

Visit to Cluster A, 18 July 2011

A very neat facility. Rehabilitation
programmes are remarkable.

Mr Michael Bansah Kofi
Acting Director-General,
Ghana Prisons Service
Ghana

Visit to Cluster A, 16 September 2011
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6. CUSTOMERS

6.1 Customer Requirements
6.1a How the organisation segments its customers and/or markets. State the customer/market
requirements for each segment.

Our Beneficiaries

We do not have customers who willingly patronise our services. We recognise that our efforts in enhancing the likelihood 
of inmates leading a crime-free life after release  ripple off to benefit the community. Collectively, we  term customers  
as “beneficiaries” of the services we offer (see Table 6.1.1).

Three key operational processes deliver value to our beneficiaries:

a. Ensuring Safe and Secure Custody
b. Providing Rehabilitation and Reintegration Programmes
c. Facilitating Preventive and Pre-Entry Interventions

Segmenting and Determining Beneficiaries’ Requirements

The beneficiary segments and their current requirements which are based on the three key operational processes are 
described in Table  6.1.2. 

Our Beneficiaries

Offenders Public
• Inmates 
• Offenders placed on Community Sentencing – Day Reporting 

Order (DRO)

• Inmates’ families
• At-risk groups
• General public

Table 6.1.1 SPS Beneficiaries

Table 6.1.2 Beneficiary Segments & Requirements

Beneficiary
Segment

Requirement

Safe environment during incarceration 

Adequate food

Adequate healthcare services 

Offenders

A) Inmates

General
Needs

Rehabilitation
Needs

Admission
• Identification of rehabilitation levels & special needs 
• Identify appropriate programmes based on dertermined levels of need 

Deterrence

• Equip with skills to adapt to incarceration 

Treatment (determined by Rehabilitation Classification)  
• Skill-upgrading & work opportunities  to enhance employability & cultivate good work
   ethics    

Singapore  Quality Award with Special Commendation Executive Summary Report 2012



Beneficiary
Segment

Requirement

Offenders

A) Inmates
Rehabilitation
Needs

Treatment (determined by Rehabilitation Classification) (con't)  

• Skills to rebuild & enhance family relationships  

CUSTOMERS

• Identify & change criminal thinking patterns  

Pre-release

• Life skills to equip inmates to find jobs & prepare for life outside prison

Halfway Care

• Reintegration into society through support from families & the community

Aftercare

• Assist to identify aftercare needs & ensure they are met

B)  Offenders
 placed on 
 community
 sentencing
(DRO)

• Provide adequate punishment without disruption to family life or loss of job  
• Determine intensity of Supervision Plan based on offenders' risk & study requirements

Public

A) Inmates'
 Families

• Maintain positive & meaningful relationship with inmates during incarceration 
• Mitigate negative impact of incarceration on inmates’ children 

B) At-Risk 
     Groups

• Deter against criminal behaviour
• Prevent inter-generation crime

C) General 
     Public • Secure custody of offenders

Legend:

Table 6.1.2 Beneficiary Segments & Requirements

Ensuring Safe & Secure Custody

Providing Rehabilitation & Reintegration Programmes

Facilitating Preventive & Pre-Entry Interventions

Inmate Security and Rehabilitation Classification Systems

Upon admission  to the prison system, our  inmates are  segmented according  to their level of needs, determined via the 
security and rehabilitation classification process.

The Level of Services – Case Management Inventory (LS-CMI) assessment tool used to classify the rehabilitation needs 
of inmates was adopted from the Correctional Services of Canada. The rehabilitation tool is one of the most predictive 
and comprehensive classification instruments available in the world.

6.1b How the organisation use different listening and learning strategies to analyse and 
anticipate future and new customer/market needs.

The various listening and learning strategies that we use to understand and determine new beneficiary requirements  
are highlighted in Table  6.1.3.

Singapore Prison Service30
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Table 6.1.3 Listening & Learning Strategies

6.1c How the organisation incorporates customer requirements and future market needs into
strategic and improvement plans.

The meeting of specific beneficiary requirements may require customisation of services. The Customisation Process 
follows the Innovation Process in Category 5.1. The incorporation of future requirements is also included during the 
Corporate Planning Process (see Category 2.1) to develop strategic and improvement plans. 

Strategy Mechanism Platform Type of Feedback Sought

Listening Solicited Feedback
 
Purposeful formal & informal interactions between 
inmates & their Personal Supervisors (PS) provide 
useful & up-to-date feedback

 

- Analyse needs of beneficiaries 
- Anticipate new demands 
- Determine satisfaction levels 
- Identify areas for improvement

Meeting/Dialogue/Feedback sessions with staff, 
partners, suppliers & other stakeholders 

Unsolicited Feedback Prisons Feedback Channels

Media - Public perceptions & sentiments 
towards our services, policies 
& operations

Learning Environmental Scan • Study Visits & Learning Journeys
• Journals & Publications
• Conferences 

- Sharing of best practices 
- Benchmarking & Comparative studies

Research Quantitative & qualitative - Study on emerging offender 
requirements & trends

Programme Evaluation Evaluation of core rehabilitation programmes - Validate & analyse effectiveness of 
offender programmes

Participation in 
international prison 
associations & 
communities

• Asian & Pacific Conference of Correctional 
Administrators (APCCA)

• International Corrections & Prisons 
Association (ICPA)

• United Nations Asia & Far East Institute (UNAFEI)  
for the Prevention of Crime & the Treatment of 

 

- Sharing & learning experiences

Involvement in Inter-
Ministry Working Groups  
& Committees

• Working Groups & Committees - Analyse needs of beneficiaries 
- Anticipate new demands 
- Identify areas for improvement
- Inter-Ministry involvement to address 

national issues & achieve shared 
public sector outcomes 

Secondment Secondment to other ministries & statutory boards - Sharing & learning experiences

Offenders

6.1d How the organisation evaluates and improves its processes for determining current and
future customer requirements.

We review the way we segment our beneficiaries, develop customised services and develop listening and learning 
strategies annually as part of the Corporate Planning Process. This allows the responsible parties to discuss any patterns 
and changing requirements for the development of plans and allocation of resources. 
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6.2 Customer Relationship
6.2a How the organisation provides easy access for customers to conduct business, seek 
assistance and information, and make complaints. Describe key customer contact requirements
and how these requirements are determined, deployed to all people in the response chain.

Despite having unwilling ‘customers’, we have established a robust beneficiary relationship management approach which 
allows us to better meet their needs as outlined in Category 6.1. Unlike other organisations, our beneficiaries’   
needs are unique, and we do not seek to delight them, as this may otherwise compromise the safety and security of 
Singapore. 

We manage our relationship with our beneficiaries through the following:

a. Touchpoint management
b. Development of service standards
c. Service delivery enhancement
d. Staff Empowerment
e. Feedback Management (see Category 6.2b)

Touchpoint Management

We have identified and developed various interaction touchpoints with our beneficiaries, and have further classified  
them into pre-contact, contact  and post-contact  touchpoints. We ensure that, where relevant, touchpoints  are  provided 
at each contact phase, and are designed to meet our beneficiaries’ expectations.

Staff Empowerment

Our officers are empowered to make decisions in the course of their work, guided by statutes, regulations and policies. 
This allows them to  exercise discretion to meet the  needs of our beneficiaries through various platforms, and perform 
service recovery when necessary. 

Service Delivery Enhancement through Training

We enhance the skill sets of our officers manning the touchpoints by providing them with targeted and customised 
training which include Jailcraft training and Service Excellence courses.

Development of Service Standards and Alignment with Departmental Values

Engagement protocols are developed specific to each beneficiary group. The beneficiary engagement protocols are 
aligned to our departmental values – HEART which in turn provide guidance for  the  service standards expected at  all 

6.2b How the organisation ensures  that complaints  are resolved effectively and promptly,  
and that all complaints received are aggregated and analysed for use in overall improvement.

We receive feedback (in the form of enquiries, compliments and complaints) from our beneficiaries and other stakeholders 
via: 

• Direct channels (through inmates, their families and the general public at our touchpoints); and
• Indirect channels (via stakeholders such as staff, partners and suppliers ). 

Feedback received from our beneficiaries and other stakeholders help us plan and shape future requirements for them 
(see Category 6.1b). As such, we ensure that the needs of all beneficiary groups are attended to and the complaints 
and  concerns raised by stakeholders are promptly resolved via an  established feedback management process (see 
Figure 6.2.1). 

Singapore Prison Service
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The Integrated Feedback Management Process Map

The Integrated Feedback Management Process is an integrated and systemic structure that collates, analyses and manages 
feedback received for continuous improvement. Figure 6.2.1 shows the Integrated Feedback Management Process Map.
Service standards are monitored through:

• Number of feedback received;
• Types of feedback (e.g. enquiry, compliment and complaint); and
• Feedback response time.

Figure 6.2.1 Integrated Feedback Management Process Map

Collation
by SD&I 
Branch

Analysis

Report 
findings to 
Directorate 

& MHA

Feedback Party

Provide final reply based on the action(s) taken

Route feedback to relevant unit/branch/
cluster/institution for action

Refer feedback to QSM if 
advice is needed

Sharing and 
learning of 

findings with BE 
Advocates (SE)

Relevant Units

6.2c How the organisation evaluates and improves its customer relationship management.

With the Integrated Feedback Management Process, aggregated feedback from our beneficiaries is collated and evaluated 
to improve our service standards. The key areas of our  beneficiary relationship management, such  as  touchpoint 
management, are then reviewed and improvements are made accordingly to address gaps.
 

6.3 Customer Satisfaction
6.3a How the organisation determines customer satisfaction.

We employ various beneficiary satisfaction indicators to determine the success of the services we provide. The inmate 
and visitor satisfaction indices are collated and analysed to determine satisfaction of inmates and their loved ones 
respectively, via feedback forms. The various means of determining satisfaction and the satisfaction indicators  we 
employ are summarised in Table  6.3.1.
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Table 6.3.1 Determining Beneficiary Satisfaction

6.3b How the organisation translates customer satisfaction feedback into strategic and
improvement plans.

With the implementation of the Integrated Feedback  Management Process, the  aggregated feedback  is circulated to 
the senior management through the “Weekly Highlights on Feedback via QSM and PRIS Feedback”. Feedback from  
our beneficiaries received through various solicited and unsolicited channels is also collated, processed and analysed. 

Beneficiary Satisfaction Criteria Means of Determining Satisfaction Satisfaction Indicator

Direct Indirect

Offenders • Gainful & stable 
employment

• Humane & safe 
environment

• Facilitate reintegration 
needs

• Feedback 
Form

• Dialogue with 
volunteers & 
community partners

• Frontline staff feedback

• Visitor Satisfaction Index
• Compliment-to-Complaint Ratio
• Recidivism rate

Public • Maintaining positive 
& meaningful 
relationships with inmates 
during incarceration

• Inmate’s ability to stay 
crime-free after release

• Visitor Feedback 
Form

• Prisons Feedback 
Channels

• Dialogue with 
volunteers & community 
partners

• Feedback from frontline 
staff 

Examples include:

6.3c How the organisation evaluates and improves its overall process of determining
customer satisfaction.

The Service Development and Innovation Branch reviews the process of collating compliments and complaints from 
the inmates’ families and the general public regularly. 

Singapore Prison Service



RESULTS
7.1 Customer Results

Beneficiary-focused and service
performance results.

7.2 Financial and Market Results
Key financial and marketplace results.

7.3 People Results
Human Resource results, including staff
involvement, satisfaction and development.

7.4 Operational Results
Operational and key supplier and
partner results.



By staying focused on your
core duties and constantly
innovating and refining your
operations to meet new
challenges, Prisons and SCORE
will be able to continue to keep
recidivism rate low, playing its
part in the Home Team to make
Singapore a safe and secure
best home.

Mr K Shanmugam
Minister for Law and Second
Minister for Home Affairs
Singapore

Prisons-SCORE Corporate Advance 2009, 5 May 2009

The many programmes and initiatives
implemented by Prisons have borne
fruit. In recognition of the work done,
I am happy to note that Prisons won the
Public Service Premier Award last year,
an endorsement that shows that the
Department has attained benchmarks
for organisational excellence. Well
done Prisons!

Associate Professor Ho Peng Kee
Senior Minister of State for Law and Home Affairs
Singapore

Prisons-SCORE Corporate Advance 2011, 29 March 2011

Thanks to all who made
my visit informative and
instructive. Clearly, there is a
positive investment in offender
rehabilitation which was
presented to me.

Professor Paul Senior
Professor and Director for Hallam Centre for Community Justice
United Kingdom

Visit to Cluster A, 14 October 2011
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7. RESULTS

7.1  Customer Results
7.1a Summarise current levels and trends in key measures and/or indicators of customer satisfaction
and retention. Address different customer groups and market segments, and include comparative
data as appropriate.

Recidivism Rate

The recidivism rate  is defined as the percentage of inmates in every cohort released who  re-offend and subsequently 
return to prison within two years. We have consistently achieved better results compared to many of our international 
counterparts, and this can be directly  attributed to the good  work put in by our COL  and their desire to  keep Singapore 
safe and secure (See Figure 7.1.1).

Figure 7.1.1 Recidivism Rate

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

Singapore 40.1% 35.3% 31.2% 24.9% 23.7% 24.2% 25.1% 26.5% 27.3% 26.7%

New Zealand 34.6% 38.2% 37.2% 39.2% 38.8% 37.9% 36.8% 37.9% 39.2% —

Scotland 42.9% 43.8% 44.2% 45.3% 44.7% 44.6% 44.9% 44.1% 42.4% —

New South Wales 44.1% 42.9% 43.5% 43.3% 43.8% 43% 42.9% 42.4% 43.1% —

Western Australia 37% 38.2% 40.6% 40.3% 38.2% 36.4% 39.5% 39.8% 45.3% —

Beneficiary Satisfaction

Feedback received from inmates and the public helps us to review and improve our  service delivery. For example, the  
Visitor (Public) Satisfaction Index is derived from feedback forms available at the Prison Link Centres (PLCs). Through 
our customised Service Excellence training programmes, beneficiary engagement principles and  professional  workforce,
we have consistently achieved good feedback. Figures 7.1.2 and 7.1.3 show the favourable trends and comparisons. 

Figure 7.1.2 Visitor Satisfaction Index
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Figure 7.1.3 Overall Compliment-to-Complaint Ratio
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Q3 (Dec)

7.1b Summarise current levels and trends in key measures and/or indicators of product and
service performance. Address different customer groups and market segments, and include
comparative data as appropriate.

Inmate Escort to the Courts

To facilitate the judicial processes that affect our 
inmates, we have measures that ascertain our 
service performance. These include the prompt and 
secure escort to ensure our inmates’ court attendance. 
Figures  7.1.4 and 7.1.5 highlight our high operational efficiency 
in these areas. These good results are a reflection of  a   
highly competent and well-trained workforce.

Figure 7.1.5 Inmates Escorted to Courts Timely
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Figure 7.1.4 Inmates Escorted to Courts Securely
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Programmes for Inmates

We administer targeted programmes such as work, 
vocational training and counselling of drug abusers 
according to the inmates’ PRM, with the purpose of 
augmenting their aptitude and attitude for a smooth 
reintegration and positive contribution back to society 
upon release. Figure 7.1.6 shows the high number of 
inmates benefiting from these programmes.
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Figure 7.1.6 Inmate Vocational Training

2008 2009 2010 2011

2980 3567 4261 5477

2400 2972 3600 4600

SPS

Target

Inmates’ Reintegration to Society through 
Gainful Employment

Through close collaboration and synergy between  SPS 
and our strategic partner SCORE, we manage to secure 
jobs for many inmates even before they step out of our 
prison walls. With close supervision and guidance from 
our Reintegration Officers, a significant portion of  our 
released inmates held on to their jobs for 3  months or 
more. Figure 7.1.7 illustrates our encouraging results 
in this area.

Figure 7.1.7 Job Placement for Inmates on Community Based Programme 
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7.2 Financial and Market Results

7.2a Summarise current levels and trends in key measures of financial performance including
aggregate measures of financial results and/or economic value, as appropriate. Compare 
results relative to competitors and/or benchmarks, as appropriate.

Budget Utilisation Rates

Similar to other government agencies, we measure the effectiveness of our financial management using the Other Operating  
Expenditure (OOE) and Development Budget utilisation rates. Through close monitoring and conscientious management of 

Economic Drive (ED) Savings

To instil public confidence in the government as a prudent custodian of taxpayers' money, the ED initiative was implemented 
across the public sector to reinforce  the mindset of  best  value for  money, prudence and resource  optimisation. We have  considerable

 

our financial resources, we have consistently met the targets set over the years.  

7.2b Summarise current levels and trends in key measures and/or indicators of marketplace
performance, including market share/position, market acceptance, business growth, and new
markets entered, as appropriate. Compare results relative to competitors and/or benchmarks,
as appropriate.

Yellow Ribbon Project (YRP)

While the YRP has increased awareness and public acceptance to our cause, we were also able to raise substantial funds 
from the public.  Figure 7.2.1 highlights these good results. 

Figure 7.2.1  Yellow Ribbon Awareness & Acceptance 
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ED savings  for the past five years, which is a result of our  conscientious efforts  and  culture  of innovation and continuous  
improvement. 
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Awards Garnered to Demonstrate our Marketplace Performance

Our staff have garnered and contributed to numerous awards which reflect our active participation, involvement and 
contribution in areas of charity, healthy lifestyle, service excellence and innovation. Figures 7.2.2 to 7.2.5 show our 
outstanding achievements over the years.

Figure 7.2.2 SHARE Award & Singapore Health Award

Year 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

SHARE Award Gold Gold Gold Gold Gold

Singapore Health Award Gold Platinum Platinum Platinum Platinum

Figure 7.2.3 Number of Excellent Service Awards (EXSA) Winners
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Figure 7.2.4 Number of Star Service Awards (SSA) Winners
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Figure 7.2.5 Number of National Innovation Quality Circle Convention (NIQCC) Awards
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7.3 People Results
7.3a Summarise the current levels, trends and impact of employee engagement. Segment
 results by categories of employees, and include comparative data as appropriate.

Organisational Health Surveys (OHS)

The favourable results of our Organisational Health Survey (OHS) are clear indications that we have an excellent system
and culture for a conducive work environment. Figures 7.3.1 and 7.3.2 show some of our exemplary results. 
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Figure 7.3.1 Staff Response to OHS under category of  “Engagement “

2009 2011

76% 76%

66% 73%

SPS

PS Norm

“Leadership & culture”

“Job motivation & growth”

“Career advancement”

“I believe strongly in the goals & 

“Sufficient effort is made to get the 
opinions & thinking of staff in 
Prisons”

66%

76%

77%

86%

51%

64%

84%

83%

89%

68%

77%

Figure 7.3.2 Staff Engagement in OHS 2011*

*“Leadership and culture”, “Job motivation & growth” & “Career advancement” 

National PS SPS

Percentage of favourable responses (%)

objectives of Prisons”

were identified as key drivers of staff engagement in SPS.

Norm Norm

Staff Participation in Work Improvement Teams (WITs) and Staff Suggestion Scheme (SSS)

Ensuring our staff are engaged and committed to innovating in a constantly changing environment is crucial. As such,  
we have the WITs and SSS platforms to promote active participation in generating and  implementing  good ideas  which
will propel SPS towards becoming an exemplary prison system. Figures 7.3.3 to 7.3.4 show the high level of staff  
participation in WITs and SSS.

Figure 7.3.3 WITs Participation Rate
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Figure 7.3.4 SSS Participation Rate
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Training and Education Investments

Figure 7.3.5 shows the significant training and development 
investments made in our staff so that they are consistently 
equipped with the most relevant skills and competencies to
discharge their roles effectively in meeting the needs of our 
beneficiaries. 

 Figure 7.3.5 Training Investment (as percentage of payroll)

FY07 FY08 FY09 FY10 FY11

3.24% 2.92% 3.71% 3.27% 3.37%

0%

1%

2%

3%

4%

5%

SPS

7.3b Summarise the current levels, trends
and impact on learning and development of
all employees. Segment results by categories
of employees and include comparative data
as appropriate.

7.3c Summarise the current levels and trends
of performance on employee well-being and
Satisfaction. Segment results  by categories
of employees and include comparative data
as appropriate.
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Figure 7.3.6 Staff Response to OHS item “Considering everything, 

2009 2011

81% 76%

66% 73%

— 68%
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Figure 7.3.7 Staff Satisfaction with Well-being Initiatives

FY09 FY10
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Figure 7.3.6 shows that we have consistently been above 

Organisation Health Survey

the average scores of  National and Public Service (PS) 
 norms  for 2009 and 2011. These  results  reflect the high 
level of satisfaction among our staff.

how satisfied are you with Prisons at the present time?” 

Welfare Budget per Capita and Staff Satisfaction with 
Well-being Initiatives

with the wide range of well-being initiatives in SPS, as
shown in Figure 7.3.7. As part of the SPS Well-Being  

COLs have also reflected their high level of satisfaction 

Framework we have been funding various activities 

Dinner, health talks, family programmes, and festive 
and benefits such as the annual SPS Appreciation 

celebrations that our COLs have enjoyed over the years. 

7.4 Operational Results
7.4a Summarise current levels and trends in
key measures of design, production, delivery,
and support process performance. Include
productivity, cycle time, and other appropriate
measures of efficiency and innovation.
Compare results relative to competitors
and/or benchmarks.

Safe and Secure Custody of Offenders

One of our key business objectives is to ensure the 
safe and secure custody of offenders. Through our 
well-defined processes and highly competent staff, 
we have consistently been meeting this objective with 
zero escape, riot and hostage-taking. See Figures 7.4.1 
to 7.4.2.  

Figure 7.4.1 Escape
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Figure 7.4.2 Rate of Assault
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FY07 FY08 FY09 FY10 FY11

SPS 22.3 35.2 22 29.4 33.4

Target 16.1 16.1 28.5 33 33

Rehabilitation and Reintegration of Offenders

Apart from ensuring the safe and secure custody of 
offenders, another essential service that we provide to 
offenders is targeted Incare, Halfway Care and Aftercare 
programmes to facilitate their rehabilitation and 
reintegration back to society. Figures 7.4.3 to 7.4.4  
show our commendable performance in these areas.

Figure 7.4.3 GCE ‘N’ Level Results (10 points or less in 3 subjects)*

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Prison
Candidates

84.9% 81.3% 73% 80.2% 94.2%

School 
Candidates

72.5% 73.2% — — —

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

*Before 2009, the criteria for promotion to Secondary 5 was 10 points or 

three subjects (ELMAB3).

less in 3 subjects. Since 2009, the criteria was revised to an aggregate not 
 exceeding 19 points in English Language (EL), Mathematics & best  
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SPS 98.5% 98.6% 98.1% 98.4% 97.4%

Target 92% 92% 92% 92% 92%

Figure 7.4.4 Completion of Community Based Programme 
(Home Detention)

As shown in Figure 7.4.5, our extensive public outreach 
efforts were effective, judging from the high number of 
positive publicity generated over the years. The positive 
publicity gave recognition to our work and helped to 
reinforce the message of public acceptance towards ex-
offenders.

Figure 7.4.5 Number of Positive Publicity Created
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Figure 7.4.6 Infocomm Security Health Scorecard 
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7.4d Summarise current levels and trends 

governance system.

Audits
Our Technology Branch conduct audits as part of 
governance  to ensure compliance  and optimal

of the organisation’s key measures of its 

performance. Figure 7.4.6  shows  our  good 
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List of Abbreviations

3i Ideas, Improvement and Innovation 
AAR After Action Review 
AER After Exercise Review
AC Assistant Commander
ACM Aftercare Case Manager
AD Assistant Director 
AGO Auditor-General’s Office
APCCA Asian and Pacific Conference of Correctional 

Administrators
ARC Accessibility, Reliability, Comparability
ASC Advanced Supervisory Course
ASR Administrative Segregation Regime 
BE Business Excellence
BESC Business Excellence Steering Committee
BCA Building & Construction Authority
BCP Business Continuity Plan
BOC Basic Officer Course 
BVT Basic Volunteer Training
CARE Community Action for the Rehabilitation of Ex-

Offenders 
CBP Community Based Programme 
COLours SPS Intranet
COP Community Outreach Project
CDC Community Development Council 
CMC Complex Medical Centre
CMF Case Management Framework
CMP Course Management Plan
COL Captains of Lives
Co-op SPS Multi-Purpose Co-operation Society Ltd
CPC Changi Prison Complex 
CSP Core Skills Programme
CSC Civil Service College
CSR Corporate Social Responsibility
CWP Changi Women’s Prison
DC Deputy Commander
DP Director of Prisons
DDP/COS Deputy Director of Prisons/Chief-of-Staff 
DRC Drug Rehabilitation Centre
DRC Day Reporting Centre
DRO Day Reporting Order
EIP Enterprise Intranet Portal
e-LMS E-Learning Management System
ETF Enhanced Training Framework
ExCEL Excellence through Continuous Enterprise and 

Learning 
EXSA Excellent Service Award
FPA Family Programme Agency

IETEX International Exposition on Team Excellence
IFP Intensive Family Programme
IFSF Inmates’ Families Support Fund
ILR Individual Learning Roadmap
IM Instruction Manual 
IMH Institute of Mental Health
IMEC Internal Manpower Evaluation Committee
IPPT Individual Physical Proficiency Test 
ISMS Information Security Management System
ISC Intermediate Supervisory Course
ISS Integrated Security System
IST In-Service Training
IVRS Interactive Voice Response System
KLP Key Learning Programmes
KM Knowledge Management
KPI Key Performance Indicator 
LC Leadership Circle 
LEA Law Enforcement Agency
L&D Learning & Development
LG Leadership Group
LMA LEAN Methodology Approach
LNA Learning Needs Analysis
LPM Leadership & People Management
LS-CMI Level of Services – Case Management Inventory
mPORTS Mobile Prison Operations and Rehabilitation System
MAS Mandatory Aftercare Scheme
MCIF Ministry Core Innovation Fund
MCYS Ministry of Community, Youth & Sports
MHA Ministry of Home Affairs 
MOU Memorandum of Understanding
MR Mental Resilience 

MSS Minimum Service Standards

NIQC National Innovation Quality Circle 
OC Officer-In-Charge 
OHS Organisational Health Survey
OJT On-The-Job Training 

Singapore  Prison Service42

FRP Family Reintegration Programme
FSC Family Service Centre
FRC Family Resource Centre
GFP General Family Programme
GRP Gang Renunciation Programme
HASE Home Affairs Senior Executive
HR Human Resource

HSM HWH Service Model
HTD Home Team Department
HU Housing Unit 
HUO Housing Unit Officer 
HWH Halfway House 
ICPA International Corrections and Prisons Association
ICLR Individual Continuous Learning Review
ICT Infocomm & Technology

OSA Official Secrets Act
OSSS One-Stop Security Service
PAC Prison Audit Conference
PDCA Plan-Do-Check-Act
PDE Preventive Drug Education
PHU Psychiatric Housing Unit
PIR Post-Implementation Report
PLC Prison Link Centre
PLES Prisons Learning Evaluation System
PO Prison Officer 
POCC Prison Officer Command Course
PORTS Prison Operations and Rehabilitation System 
PRAISE Performance Ranking & Appraisal System
PRM Personal Route Map 
PS21 Public Service 21
PS Personal Supervisor 
PSTS Prison Staff Training School
PSRC Prisons Sports and Recreation Club
PSD Public Service Division 
PSO Prison Standing Orders 
PVEPS Prison Visit Education Programme for Schools
PVP Probationers Visit Programme
PWC Prison Welfare Council

QMS Quality Management System
QSM Quality Service Manager



List of Abbreviations

RBAC Role-Based Access Control
RNR Risks-Needs-Responsivity
ROI Return on Investment
RRD Rehabilitation & Reintegration Division
RT Reformative Trainee
SACA Singapore After-Care Association 
SAD Senior Assistant Director
SAMS Security Equipment & Armoury Management System
SANA  Singapore Anti-Narcotics Association 
SAR Staff Appraisal Report 
SCLU Subordinate Court Lock-up
SCO Security Control Office
SCORE Singapore Corporation of Rehabilitative Enterprises 
SDD Staff Development Division 
SDN Social Development Network
SIWG Systems Integration Working Group 
SLA Service Level Agreement
SMT Suicide Management Team
SOAC Senior Officers’ Advance Course
SOP Standing Operating Procedures 
SPCSC Selarang Park Community Supervision Centre
SPEAR Singapore Prisons Emergency Action Response Force
SPICE Singapore Prisons Co-operative Enterprises
SPO Senior Prison Officer 
SPS Singapore Prison Service
SPRD Strategic Planning & Research Division
SPSCSC SPS Command & Staff Course
SP Strategic Planning
SR Strategic Research
SRSC Systems Review Steering Committee
SSS Staff Suggestion Scheme
STP Specialised Treatment Programme 
SWP Streetwise Programme
SWOT Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities & Threats
TLP Total Learning Plan 
TMS Talent Management Scheme 
TOGAF The Open Group Architecture Framework
TRP Tattoo Removal Programme
TSF Training Safety Regulation
TTX Table Top Exercise
UNAFEI United Nations Asia & Far East Institute 
VDT Volunteer Developmental Training
VJ Visiting Justice 
VMS Visit Management System
VSI Visitor Satisfaction Index
VWO Voluntary Welfare Organisation 
WDA Workforce Development Agency
WITs Work Improvement Teams 
WSQ Workforce Skills Qualification
WUM Weekly Update Meeting
YRC Yellow Ribbon Conference 
YRP Yellow Ribbon Project
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